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Tamil family given 24-hour reprieve

The Biloela Tamil family have been given an extra 24 hours to fight to remain in Australia.

Judge Mordy Bromberg said the court would require time to decide the fate of the family and

made orders preventing the Immigration Minister from deporting the family of four until 4pm

tomorrow.

“On the basis I’ve indicated, we will want some time to consider (the) decision and I expect the

decision to be provided tomorrow,” he said.

“I make an order that the respondents be restrained from removing the applicant from Australia

until 4pm 19 September 2019.”

Earlier, a court heard the family’s fate hinged on a 2017 decision made by then Immigration

Minister Peter Dutton that opened a one-month window in which one of girls could have

applied for a visa.

Lawyer Angel Aleksov, who is representing the family, said the mother Priya had submitted a

visa application on July 26, 2017, which meant Minister Dutton would have made a decision to

lift the bar for her application. Stephen Lloyd, representing current Immigration Minister David

Coleman, did not dispute this.

Mr Aleksov said this meant Tharunicaa would have been able to apply for a visa until August 27,

2017, of which his team were only aware of after an affidavit referred to as the “Mansfield

affidavit” was filed in court documents.

“The affidavit reveals determination had been made by the third respondent when he was then

the Minister for Immigration (Dutton) to lift the bar,” he said.
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When Judge Mordy Bromberg asked Stephen Lloyd, who is representing Minister Coleman, if the

family had been notified he said: “There’s no evidence of that”.

Mr Lloyd said the minister was not bound by a duty to give notice that the bar had been lifted.

Nadesalingam “Nades” Murugappan and Priya came to Australia from Sri Lanka on boats in 2012

and 2013 respectively.

Both their daughters were born in Australia but under the Immigration Act the children of

asylum seekers who arrive by boat are prevented from applying for a visa.

Both Minister Dutton and Minister Coleman have the power to allow them to apply for a visa

with the latter declining to do so.

The Tamil parents and their eldest daughter Kopika have been found not to be refugees and the

High Court has dismissed their bids for appeal.

The family lived in Biloela for 3½ years on bridging visas and Nades worked in the local

meatworks until their visas ran out in March last year, when they were sent to a detention centre

in Melbourne.
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